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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Voter fraud nationwide and in California —  4 
New California State has a Governor — that's right. Paul Preston 5 
and friends, among whom I count myself, have secured the services 6 
of a notable man of honor and national recognition to become the 7 
first governor of New California. 8 
And talking about CA, wait till you get a load of what the fruits and 9 
nuts are up too in Sacramento these days—12 year olds can 10 
demand a sex change operation, and Kindergartners will be taught 11 
there are, what is it now, 51 genders — can anyone spell INSANE?  12 
We need a NEW CALIFORNIA STATE — go to 13 
Newcaliforniastate.com contact Paul Preston, learn about this 14 
movement and get involved. To get an overview of what this is 15 
about, check out Paul Preston on YouTUBE. 16 
I've been looking into this for a while now; I'm comfortable 17 
endorsing this movement — and encourage you to look into it. 18 
Oh, looky here — you've gotta love Trump — Sekulow is his 19 
attorney, and they are filing a huge law suit against the deep state 20 
for Presidential Harassment — now, before you laugh this off — 21 
well, we will get into this … 22 
What happened, Kentucky? What turned your red eyes blue? Well, 23 
it aint' over till it's over — but the Republican incumbent, Bevin, 24 
says it looks like voter fraud and many are taking a closer look — 25 
and so will we! 26 
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The COUP attempt continues — a quick update on recent 27 
developments and then, of course, what it all means?  28 
It's time for your Brain Massage. 29 
[TRUTH] 30 
Don't forget to get your pre-order in for my newest book, God's 31 
War: Why Christians Should Rule the World — The Biblical case 32 
for Christian involvement in every sphere of life on the planet 33 
earth — I spoke with the printers yesterday, the book is printed 34 
and on its way to the bindery. Pre-orders are coming in and all 35 
preorder will be signed first edition hardback copies of the book at 36 
a 25% discount — and they will begin shipping within a week after 37 
we receive them — in Mid November — this will make an 38 
impressive and beautiful Christmas gift for your God Fearing 39 
Patriot husband, wife, child, grandchild, son-in-law, daughter-in-40 
law, friend —co worker — and a GREAT way to reach out to your 41 
liberal family, friends, neighbors, and co-workers too. 42 
This is a serious book that is a compelling read — you cannot order 43 
this on Amazon because we can't do preorders there — you'll need 44 
to go to my bookstore www.booksatdbp.com, or call 805.714.7731 45 
to place your order over the phone. The sale price is 37.48, and all 46 
preorders get 25% off that price — you save over $9 — also, if you 47 
live in the Santa Maria valley area, you can select LOCAL PICK UP 48 
and avoid shipping charges. In fact, we will bring the book directly 49 
to you, or you can pick it up at the LIGHTHOUSE. 50 
By the way, we had some shipping issues that have been corrected. 51 
Now you have a full array of shipping options available to you 52 
ranging from least expensive to priority delivery.  53 
We want this message out there — you need to read this book. I'm 54 
serious. If you are a God fearing patriot and you want to know 55 
what God is waiting for to address this mess — get this book. 56 
Alright! Let's get started. 57 
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[INSERT An INTRO — the DEVIL BEWARE or one of the others] 58 
Voter fraud nationwide and in California — You might remember 59 
about five or more years ago I began sounding my alarm about the 60 
voter fraud issue. Voter fraud has always been around—there are 61 
always cheaters. 62 
But the fraud was virtually swallowed up by legitimate voters and 63 
their impact diluted so that no reasonable person would think a 64 
national election, or even state-wide election could be swayed by it. 65 
Local election, well, that's different — Chicago, yeah, well, that's a 66 
whole different world. But now — 67 
I have been concerned that the polarization of America has 68 
reached nearly a 50/50 split between conservatives and 69 
progressives, and add to that, the two sides are increasingly 70 
polarized so that there is almost no middle ground anymore. The 71 
left will hammer anyone that even blinks toward the right — and 72 
the RIGHT can't find a middle ground with the LEFT today 73 
because any step in that direction requires capitulation — in other 74 
words, the issues have us so totally divided there is no more room 75 
for compromise without capitulation of core American values. 76 
For the RIGHT to compromise with the LEFT today requires the 77 
RIGHT to turn their backs on America as FOUNDED. 78 
Do you see what has happened? The LEFT today are 79 
Marxist/Socialist/Communists — PERIOD! They are NO 80 
LONGER AMERICAN in their ideals. 81 
Furthermore, the LEFT and RIGHT are divided on religious 82 
grounds as well. 83 
The LEFT provides no place for Bible Believing Christians today. 84 
The only "Christians" welcome on the LEFT are folks like this 85 
Lesbian Episcopal priest who has said abortionists are her heroes 86 
and considers them the closest thing to a "saint" living today. 87 
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Any "Christian" that believes what the Bible says about marriage, 88 
gender, sex, or even those who take a biblical perspective on things 89 
like TRUTH, JUSTICE, JUDGMENT and EQUITY — are literally 90 
hated and despised by the LEFT. Not tolerated at all. They are 91 
openly told that they are persona-non-grata — NO 92 
EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN HAS ANY PLACE IN THE 93 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY TODAY. 94 
The Democrats, by the way, are doubling down on this. They have 95 
given up trying to reach out to the Christian community — they 96 
have abandoned all pretense in the matter. Bill Clinton would grab 97 
the family Bible off the coffee table and trot out into public with it 98 
under his arm when in trouble — but not today. Today, the 99 
Democratic Party is openly ANTICHRIST — that is, openly 100 
against the idea that CHRIST is KING and they advocate openly 101 
for SECULAR GOVERNMENT that is aggressively militant 102 
against any Christian influence shaping public policy. 103 
Buttigeig recently declared that if America elects him to be 104 
President, they won't have to be concerned about Christianity 105 
influencing public policy. 106 
The Democrat Party officially declared themselves on the side of 107 
Atheists against Christians in a formal declaration — I'm telling 108 
you folks, they have totally taken sides with Lucifer against 109 
CHRIST — that sounds odd to the ears of some — but, think about 110 
this. How many of you are aware that Obama and Hillary were 111 
students of Saul Alinsky? I see a few hundred hands, but, wait, that 112 
surprises me because we have at least 15k people listening every 15 113 
minutes on show, and over half a million have at one time or 114 
another checked into the show either as subscribers or downloaded 115 
the show from a feed so, yeah, a few hundred is okay but I'm 116 
concerned. 117 
Hey, the rest of you, listen up. Saul Alinsky wrote a book called 118 
Rules For Radicals— he literally dedicated the book to Lucifer. 119 
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Now, I don't know if the guy gathered with others under hoodies 120 
around a Pentagram chanting prayers to the Devil — it would not 121 
surprise me at all to learn he was initiated into worship of the 122 
GOAT — but this is certain — he understood what he was saying 123 
when he declared his book was dedicated to Lucifer who rebelled 124 
against God and for his rebellion gained for himself a kingdom. 125 
And Obama and Hillary were his disciples.  126 
Interestingly, each has made open statements of disdain for 127 
Christianity — Obama declaring "America is no longer a Christian 128 
nation …"1 (Long pause, then, "at least not just…" and so forth. Oh, 129 
so, it used to be, but when Obama came along campaigning under 130 
the logo of Mt. Olympus (later changed, due to controversy, so the 131 
representation of mountains were removed) — and his acceptance 132 
speech in Denver on a stage that was obviously a replica of the 133 
Pergamum Alter — all a hail to Zeus — the same god Alexander 134 
worshipped, Alexander the Great, represented in Daniel's prophecy 135 
by a GOAT — who called himself the son of Zeus) — and Hillary 136 
chastised Christians saying they were simply going to have to give 137 
up on their Christian beliefs.2 It's just a lot of weird stuff, you 138 
know, these disciples of a man who dedicated his book to Lucifer. 139 
You know that Todd Starnes got fired from Fox News a while back 140 
because he said American Democrats worship the pagan god 141 
Moloch — in their obsession for murdering babies in the wombs of 142 
their mothers — but look at these people. They gleefully boast 143 
about murdering their own babies in their wombs — if you can't 144 
see, or hear, the fulfillment of Psalm 2 in this you are spiritually 145 
deaf as a post: "Let us break their bands assunder and cast away 146 
their cords from us."  147 

                                     
1 Obama, June 28, 2006 (prepared remarks): Given the increasing diversity of America's population, the dangers of sectarianism have 
never been greater. Whatever we once were, we are no longer just a Christian nation; we are also a Jewish nation, a Muslim nation, a 
Buddhist nation, a Hindu nation, and a nation of nonbelievers. 
2 Speaking to the 2015 Women in the World Summit, Clinton declared that “deep-seated cultural codes, religious beliefs and structural 
biases have to be changed.” 
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They are literally rejoicing about passing laws that allow doctors to 148 
murder babies up to term — 9 month old babies, fully formed, 149 
about to breach the womb — they want the "FREEDOM" to 150 
murder these babies — and even more repulsive they rejoice in 151 
this, like it's FREEDOM — like it's LIBERTY — they throw parties 152 
to celebrate BREAKING THESE CHRISTIAN BANDS 153 
ASSUNDER AND CASTING AWAY THESE CHRISTIAN 154 
CORDS that tethered society to some sanity, some decency, some 155 
restraint against the impulse of anarchy and destruction of society. 156 
But now, the only place Christians can hope to exert any influence 157 
on the laws that are made that affect them, or that reflect their 158 
values and beliefs is in the REPUBLICAN party. The Republican 159 
Party is the place where America as FOUNDED proponents are 160 
welcome, where Constitutionalists are welcome, and have some 161 
voice — it's the only place a CHRISTIAN can go today to hopefully 162 
apply some salt and shine some light into the darkness that prevails 163 
and that has overtaken the Democratic Party. 164 
So, my point is the nation is so evenly divided right now and voters 165 
are so ideologically charged and there is no place for compromise 166 
and each side in this divide is almost certainly going to vote their 167 
Party — that today voter fraud can tip a national and a state-wide 168 
election.  169 
Now, get a load of this — "A California DMV is being audited in 170 
Fresno right now for mishandling voter registration information 171 
for 23,000 drivers." What sort of "mishandling" are we talking 172 
about? Well, how about this: issuing voter registration to 16 year 173 
olds, and changing party registration without voter approval. I 174 
understand that 77,000 drivers were "Double registered."3 Double 175 
registration provides for fraud because it allows those voters to 176 
receive two ballots. Remember, ballots are not connected to the 177 
voter in any direct way. 178 
                                     
3 https://abc30.com/society/california-dmv-audited-after-lawmakers-become-suspicious-of-voter-fraud/5160294/ 
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So, I need to conclude our fist segment. Thinking about voter 179 
fraud: What happened, Kentucky? What turned your red eyes 180 
blue? Well, it aint' over till it's over — but the Republican 181 
incumbent, Bevin, at last count, was about 5,100 votes behind 182 
Democrat challenger Beshear. Bevin thinks voter fraud is at play in 183 
the Kentucky election.  184 
Of course, the charge seems credible or incredible depending on to 185 
whom you are listening. The dems assemble all the evidence that 186 
makes it look like Bevin is blowing smoke — and the Bevin side 187 
presents all the evidence that makes it look like foul play is afoot. 188 
We'll have to wait till it all shakes out — but, a simple analysis of 189 
the election results certainly raises questions. So, follow along class 190 
— 191 
First, Trump campaigned heavily for Bevin, the incumbent 192 
Republican governor and for Republican Cameron for Attorney 193 
General for the State of Kentucky. Also, remember that Trump 194 
took Kentucky by something like 30 points. And, remember, 195 
Kentucky has been a RED state for sixteen years. With all that in 196 
mind. 197 
Beshear, Democrat challenger, got 709,846 votes to Bevin's 198 
704,760. Hicks, a Libertarian, got 28,442. Everyone believes the 199 
lion's share of the libertarian vote would have gone to Bevin. So, 200 
that's enough to make the difference right there — but that is not 201 
the suspicious part of this. 202 
Republican candidate for Atty General, Cameron, got 823,343 203 
votes and his opponent, Stumbo's got 602,218.  204 
What does this mean? Well, if the election meant support for 205 
Trump is waning, one wonders how Cameron, who got huge 206 
endorsements from Trump, would have won so handily against his 207 
democratic opponent.  208 
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Second, since Trump campaigned so heavily for Cameron, given 209 
the current political climate, it seems very unlikely very many, if 210 
any, Democrats voted for Cameron. Just to spite Trump, they 211 
would be motivated to vote for the Democrat.  212 
That means, we can be fairly sure that the 823,343 votes received by 213 
Cameron were Republican votes — and coming from a Red State 214 
that voted overwhelmingly for Trump in 2016 — makes this a 215 
virtual a certainty.  216 
So, if there were 823,343 Republicans voting in this election, 217 
responding to Trump's endorsement, and following the 16 year 218 
pattern of voting Republican — what happened with the Governor 219 
race? 220 
The difference between Cameron's vote total and Bevins is over 221 
120,000 votes. If we take the unlikely case that only half of these are 222 
Republican votes — we wonder how 60,000 voters selected Trump 223 
endorsed Cameron, and failed to vote for Trump endorsed Bevin. 224 
We know what the stakes are in these elections — it's ALL ABOUT 225 
TRUMP! Like it or not! That's simply the playing field right now — 226 
and my gut tells me something stinks in Kentucky. You had better 227 
check those machines. If you get an election to within the margin 228 
of error in the polls — manipulated by the LEFT — it only takes a 229 
little bit of almost imperceptible manipulation of a small 230 
percentage of votes to swing an election. Hmmmm! 231 
Folks, I'm telling you — you need to fast and pray that election 232 
fraud will be exposed all over the nation, and quickly. Okay, hold 233 
on through the break. I'll be right back. 234 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 235 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 236 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 237 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 238 
liberty. 239 
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Oh, looky here — you've gotta love Trump — Sekulow is his 240 
attorney, and they are filing a huge law suit against the deep state 241 
for Presidential Harassment. I know, that probably sounds a bit 242 
funny — but in fact, this is a very serious lawsuit and it's very likely 243 
going to be taken up by the Supreme Court.  244 
Is this a peevish reaction by Trump against his detractors? No! The 245 
fact is, the deep state has multiple thousands of operatives out there 246 
that are launching one frivolous investigation after another and the 247 
fact is, our Founders foresaw this chicanery and provided Article II 248 
in the Constitution to protect the Executive from frivolous 249 
harassment by his political opponents.  250 
Once again, however, the DEEP STATE is Marxist, socialist, 251 
communists — THAT'S WHAT THEY ARE! They have NO 252 
REGARD for the CONSTITUTION — they manipulate it where 253 
they can to advance their agenda, and where it interferes, they 254 
circumvent it. WAKE UP!  255 
So, Trump is doing the right thing to insist that the 256 
CONSTITUTION be upheld and followed — and, by the way, this 257 
is a consistent thing with this President.  258 
Nevertheless, or I should say, and that is the REASON that the 259 
COUP attempt continues — and make no mistake about this 260 
either. The LEFT know that is what they are doing — this is what 261 
they agreed to do almost from day one of Trump's administration. 262 
This Whistle blower nonsense is blowing the whistle all right — on 263 
the Left's attempt to pull off a coup in America.  264 
First, as I brought out in an earlier show, the Whistle Blower is 265 
actually a leaker, and here is the thing — WE READ THE 266 
TRANSCRIPT — there is nothing actionable in what Trump said 267 
to the Ukraine President. If anything, it shows President Trump, 268 
once again, trying to get JUSTICE, and JUDGMENT, and EQUITY 269 
— he was falsely accused and he wants to get to the bottom of it. A. 270 
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And then B. he is the Commander In Chief who has intelligence 271 
about an American politician who did exactly what he is trying to 272 
convict Trump of — and Trump wants that run to ground.  273 
Trump wants what every honest America loving patriot wants — 274 
JUSTICE. Biden unduly pressured the Ukrainian government to 275 
take measures that have all the appearance of protecting Biden's 276 
interests — and Trump wants that looked into. SO DO I! 277 
And, why are the Democrats resisting investigation of Biden when 278 
Biden OPENLY bragged about pressuring Ukraine — and what 279 
about the recently discovered fact that the DEMS were pressuring 280 
Ukraine to investigate TRUMP — I'm tired of these people getting 281 
away with doing the things they falsely accuse others of doing. 282 
IT's a coup! Trump is right, again! 283 
Guess what? The lawyer for the so-called Whistle Blower is Zaid — 284 
Zaid is a Hillary devotee — on day ten of Trump's entering the 285 
White House, Zaid tweeted: "#coup has started. First of many steps. 286 
#rebellion." The coup has started — ten days after Trump took 287 
office, Hillary-Obama-Deep-state operatives were talking about 288 
coup. 289 
Did you hear about Clapper throwing Obama under the bus??? 290 
James Robert Clapper was Director of National Intelligence under 291 
Obama. He, among others, is in the crosshairs of the Barr/Durham 292 
investigation into the origins of the Russia collusion scam that was 293 
run against the American people as part of the coup attempt — he 294 
was given an interview with Sciutto4 and an opportunity to get 295 
ahead of what's coming down from the Barr/Durham investigation 296 
— CNN's Sciutto asked Clapper to respond to revelations that he, 297 
that is Clapper, is a subject in these investigations. Here is what 298 
Clapper said. I'm going to read his statement in full — that's so 299 
your friends can't say it was taken "out of context." 300 
                                     
4 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/10/07/james-clapper-intelligence-community-russia-nr-vpx.cnn 
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So, who expects Clapper to smilingly admit to anything? No one! 301 
Good. So that's not what we find in this statement. But what we do 302 
find … well, here, let me read it. You you'll see it for yourself. 303 
Keep in mind, Clapper is responding to the fact that he has been 304 
named a person of interest in the investigation of whether or not 305 
Obama's administration was involved in the Russian-Trump 306 
collusion scam in an effort to help Hillary win in 2016, and then 307 
turned that scam into an effort to undermine Trump, to provide 308 
basis for impeaching him, after he won. Clapper says,  309 
“Well, I don’t know, I don’t think there was any wrong doing. I 310 
think at the time we were trying to navigate a very, very difficult 311 
politically fraught, highly charged situation. I know for my part, 312 
my main concern was, were the Russians, and the threat posed by 313 
the Russians to our very political fabric. And the message I’m 314 
getting from all this is apparently what we were supposed to have 315 
done is to ignore the Russian interference, ignore the Russian 316 
meddling, and the threat that it poses to us, and Oh, by the way, 317 
blowing off what the then Commander-in-Chief, President 318 
Obama, told us to do, which was to assemble all the reporting we 319 
could, that we had available to us and put it in one report that the 320 
President could pass on to the Congress and the next 321 
administration. And, while we’re at it, to declassify as much as we 322 
possibly could to make it available to the public. And that’s what 323 
we did. It’s kind of disconcerting now to be investigated for, you 324 
know, having done our duty and done what we were told to do by 325 
the President.” 326 
Did you catch that? First, the context is very specifically the whole 327 
Russia-Trump collusion thingy — that's clear. Then, right at the 328 
end of his statement, Clapper throws in something, actually, he 329 
sort of pushes it into his statement at the very end — "It's kind of 330 
disconcerting now to be investigated for, you know, having done 331 
our duty and DONE WHAT WE WERE TOLD TO DO BY THE 332 
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PRESIDENT." Bam! Pow! Sock-it-to-Obama — 'Here comes da 333 
judge, Here comes da judge — "I know to you, I may look old, 334 
hope this statement ain't too bold, but Here comes da judge" — (we 335 
can debate the philosophy of Sammy Davis Jr. and Laugh-In's 336 
segment here comes the judge routine but we can probably agree 337 
Laugh-in was buffoonery's finest hour — a mockery of justice in 338 
America — and so the irony of hitting the Dem-Wits with Flip's 339 
schtick is, I think, poetic! 340 
Hey, Demmies — THE JUDGE IS COMING! Hillary, Obama, you 341 
guys will be given up just as soon as it becomes clear you are no 342 
longer an asset to the globalists cause — as soon as you are seen as 343 
a liability — you'll be, to borrow another metaphor from another 344 
famous fantasy — TERMINATED! 345 
So, what's being done about all this? Well, on the physical side of 346 
our wrestle against the powers of darkness — Paul Preston is 347 
leading a charge to break Rural California away from the bane of 348 
the URBANE — to split the erstwhile great state of California into 349 
two — we will let them keep California, and we'll take NEW 350 
CALIFORNIA — and New California has placed its first Governor, 351 
and you'll never guess who has agreed to be the first governor of 352 
NEW CALIFORNIA. 353 
New California State Governor, Rick Perry — remember him? 354 
Governor of Texas a while back — 2000-2015 — did good things 355 
for Texas; he can do some good things for California too. Trump 356 
appointed him to the Secretary of Energy post and he has been one 357 
of the longest serving members of Trump's cabinet. He worked out 358 
the deal to sell natural gas to Kiev (that's Ukraine) and the DEMS 359 
have tried in vain to get him to cooperate in their scam 360 
investigation. 361 
He recently resigned from Trump's cabinet — all friendly there; 362 
and declares his intention to become governor of the great new 363 
state of New California — 364 
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Trump has agreed to lead and support recognition of New 365 
California as the 51st state in this One Nation Under God — and 366 
now releases Rick Perry to give attention to this — Listen, we've 367 
been praying like crazy that God would deliver this state from the 368 
hands of the wicked and unreasonable marxist-socialist-tyrant 369 
holding us in their iron fist, squeezing the life out of us — and 370 
things are developing my friends.  371 
Anyone think we don't need a NEW CALIFORNIA? Wait till you 372 
get a load of what the fruits and nuts are up too in Sacramento 373 
these days—12 year olds can demand a sex change operation 374 
independent of their adult guardians, and Kindergartners will be 375 
taught there are, what is it now, 51 genders — can anyone spell 376 
INSANE?  377 
We need a NEW CALIFORNIA STATE — go to 378 
Newcaliforniastate.com contact Paul Preston, learn about this 379 
movement and get involved. To get an overview of what this is 380 
about, check out Paul Preston on YouTUBE. 381 
I've been looking into this for a while now; I'm comfortable 382 
endorsing this movement — and encourage you to look into it. 383 
I've talked to Mr. Preston. Unfortunately, I've not been able to get 384 
to one of the meetings—but I will! I assure you, I'm on board with 385 
this effort, but I have a heavy schedule and it's tricky getting freed 386 
up — but I am in your corner for this. Fully committed! 387 
Look — here is the deal. Please listen carefully — whether or not 388 
you identify as Evangelical Christian — I know that most of my 389 
audience do, but you know what, you would be surprised to 390 
discover how many people love this show who do not identify as 391 
Christian at all — but the truthfulness of the perspective given out 392 
on this show resonates with their natural, intuitive reason and 393 
common sense. So, that's why I add this — whether you identify as 394 
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an Evangelical conservative or just conservative — GET MY 395 
BOOK. You will be amazed — 396 
It must be clear to all of you by now that we are in a huge war of 397 
DIVINE PROPORTIONS between forces of DARKNESS, which 398 
promotes TYRANNY and LIGHT that promotes LIBERTY. And in 399 
before us is the BATTLE FOR AMERICA — and the 2020 election 400 
is a key contest in this battle. We can lose it all in 2020. We must 401 
win! We must win for LIBERTY and JUSTICE FOR ALL. 402 
The other side does not believe in liberty and justice for all —  403 
My book explains how to fight this battle spiritually, and 404 
physically. Get the book that tells us how we can get on GOD's 405 
SIDE in this war and release the POWER of CHRIST's SPIRIT to 406 
push back the rising spirit of Antichrist in America. Get the book! 407 
Do it today. Go to www.booksatdbp.com or call 805.714.7731. Get 408 
a 25% discount for preorders made before November 14.  The 409 
Preorder sale ends November 14. All orders received will be given 410 
top shipping priority — 411 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 412 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 413 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 414 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 415 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 416 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 417 
lights off? 418 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 419 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 420 
email. 421 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 422 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 423 
 424 


